AVANT-GARDE FOR THE SKIN
CREATIVITY REVEALS COURAGE.
THE COURAGE TO EXPRESS IMAGINATION, PASSION, REBELLION, ZEITGEIST AND INDIVIDUALITY.
AVANT-GARDE
FOR YOUR SKIN

Creativity reveals courage. The courage to express imagination, passion, rebellion, zeitgeist and individuality.

Our Message
Legart Forschungsatelier, the think-tank lab company, is subject to everlasting research, progress and redetermination of all larger conceptual body of work – uncompromisingly avant-garde and radically unorthodox in terms of approach and conceivably revolutionary in terms of austerity.

Our objective is to concentrate on creating puzzling, enigmatic and problem-solving products. We wish to amalgamate the world of cosmetic science with the composition of fine arts.

Our Pledge of Honor
Our products are 100% made in Germany and produced in our own manufacturing facilities. We create limited, distinctively handcrafted editions. Our bespoke, sustainable beauty products are based on hand-picked, authentic raw materials that are unique in terms of maximum concentration, potential, genuineness, sincerity and practicality. Unadulterated, purest alpine spring water from the Kitzbühel Alps is the kind of precious jewel that we need to survive. In our products we serve it to our customers drop after drop. Quality develops trust.

We are not promising to work miracles, but we devote our attention and sustainability to our clients.

Brands | ambigua®, dose®, skinfusion®, cosmeture®
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

- In-house developed master actives.
- Proven results. Patented technologies.
- Custom-made formulations.
- 30 years of expertise in R&D.
- Based on hand-picked, authentic raw materials and unadulterated alpine water.
- Uniqueness in terms of maximum concentration of botanicals and bioactives.
The German conceptual think-tank lab company.

- Founded in Kitzbuehel, Austria in 2003.
- Based south of Munich, Bavaria.
- Family-owned enterprise.
- 1,000 m² lab & manufacturing premises.
- Leading developer of high-end cosmetics.
- Certified, sophisticated lab environment.
- Specialized in creating advanced molecules for specific applications.
- State-of-the-art, patented technologies.
NO

| Preservatives, parabens, colorants, synthetic fragrances, paraffins, petrochemicals, sulfates, silicones, ingredients of animal origin, PEGs/EOs. |

YES

| 100% ecoluxe skincare gems. |
| 100% efficacy, safety and responsibility for man and nature. |
| 100% craftsmanship. |
All formulas are dermatologically tested.
All our formulas are created according to the EU regulations and the 1223/ 2009/ EC Cosmetics Directive.

We never test on animals.

Quality develops trust.
LEGART FORSCHUNGSATELIER
POUR LEGART GMBH
83064 RAUBLING AM INN
BAVARIA. GERMANY

HANDBEADE WITH DEVOTION AND PERFECTION.